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An Estimation Method of High-order LC Circuits in
Power Electronic Converters

Bo Yao, Student Member, IEEE, Yingzhou Peng, Member, IEEE, Yichi Zhang, Student Member, IEEE,
Haoran Wang, Member, IEEE, and Huai Wang, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper proposes a parameter estimation method
for high-order LC circuits conducted during the power-OFF of
power electronic converters. It is based on a battery-powered
compact signal injection unit and a circuit modeling method
to estimate the LC circuit parameters. The proposed method
aims for LC component condition monitoring in applications
with routine-based maintenance or frequent ON/OFF operation
(e.g., wind power, photovoltaic, traction systems). Compared to
LCR meters and impedance analyzers, the proposed method has
a significantly lower implementation cost and does not require
disassembly of components. Moreover, it is a converter-level
method in which the signal injection unit only needs to connect
the converter inputs or outputs. Compared to power-ON LC
parameter estimation methods, the proposed one is non-invasive
without adding any hardware or software algorithm that may in-
troduce new risks to converter operation. This method can handle
the converters with high-order LC structures (e.g., 2nd to 4th-
order) in converter power-OFF state, which has not been achieved
by existing power-OFF solutions. Therefore, the proposed method
is promising for the specific applications of interest mentioned
above. The parameter estimation algorithm and signal injection
unit design are presented. The experimental results indicate that
the estimation errors of the 2nd-order equivalent circuit, 3rd-
order equivalent circuit, and 4th-order equivalent circuit are
lower than 1.6%, 2.5%, and 3%, respectively. The estimated
LC parameters can be further used as inputs for operation
optimization or condition monitoring of the converters.

Index Terms—Estimation method, signal injection, non-
invasive, LC parameters, high order circuits, converters.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE passive component parameters are critical to the per-
formance optimization and reliability evaluation of power

electronic converters [1] [2]. Their values are affected by
tolerances, operational and environmental conditions. Hence,
the determination of these parameter values cannot rely on
datasheet information and requires online measurement or es-
timation [3]–[5]. Parameter estimation methods can be mainly
divided into the component off-line characterization, converter
power-OFF, and converter power-ON [6].

The estimation for the component off-line characterization
is a method where the individual components are evaluated
independently [7]–[10]. One way is to use the LCR meters
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and the impedance analyzers, which can test the LC circuits
with 2nd and 3rd -order, respectively [7], but it requires the
huge volume and high cost equipment. Another method is
that measuring the parameters of 2nd-order circuits by step
response of the injected signal, which has lower measurement
costs than impedance analyzers [8]. In addition, a method
based on the resonant frequency of the acquired signals to
estimate the parameters is proposed in [9] [10], which is
also only suitable for individual components with 2nd-order
circuits.

The estimation methods for converter power-ON do not re-
quire the converter with a power-OFF state. A 1st-order capac-
itor parameter estimation method is proposed in AC/DC/AC
converters with low-frequency signals to be injected into the
DC-link voltage [11], which need to inject additional signals
in the operating converters. In single phase inverter systems,
a 1st-order capacitance estimation method is given in [12],
but it needs to intrude into control system to calculate ca-
pacitor current. Ref. [13] gives a 1st-order DC-link parameter
estimation method in aerospace drive systems However, this
method needs to additional current sensor to deal with the AC
component of the modulation signals. Therefore, additional
sensors or programs are usually required to intrude into
the original circuit structure in converter power-ON state.
Additionally, the evaluated response signals are also affected
by the converter operation dynamics.

The parameter estimation for converter power-OFF has the
advantage of low-risk testing and strong noise interference
tolerance capability. Meanwhile, it is not necessary to have
continuous parameter estimation for condition monitoring as
the LC parameter shifts due to component long-term degra-
dation is a slow process [14]. The estimation methods for
converter power-OFF can be implemented on-site in practical
applications that have a power outage maintenance program
and a convenient interface for the signal injection, such as
systems of tractions, electric vehicles, and solar photovoltaics.
Ref. [15] gives the method of estimating the 2nd-order LC
parameters through the discharge circuit composed of LC
filters and braking resistors in traction systems. This method
needs to collect the current on the branch of the LC filter, and
additional current sensors are still limited. In [16], the 1st-
order capacitance can be estimated by injecting low-frequency
harmonic currents into the grid when the photovoltaic sys-
tem is shut down, but it requires the intrusive connection
of blocking diodes in the photovoltaic panels. A 1st-order
capacitance estimation method based on component voltage
and current in the electric vehicle converters is given in [17],
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF LC PARAMETER ESTIMATION METHODS IN CONVERTER SYSTEMS.

but this method requires intrusion into the controller to collect
current and voltage signals in converter power-OFF state. In
[18] [19], the 2nd-order RC parameters can be estimated
at a specific controlled unipolar PWM operation mode in
adjustable-speed drive systems. A 2nd-order LC parameters
estimation method in voltage source inverter systems is given
in [20], which introduces an LC resonance when the system
is not in operation. However, the estimation methods in [18]–
[20] require modifying the original control system to turn on
the switch for the converters.

The working principle, advantages, and limitations of the
existing methods are summarized in Table I. Due to the need
to disassemble the converter in off-line component methods,
it has limitations in those already assembled converters in
component off-line state [7]–[10]. In converter power-ON
state, existing methods require additional sensors or programs
to intrude into the original circuit, and the estimation results
are affected by converter operation [11]–[13]. Since the power-
OFF state has the advantages of not requiring an interface
with the converter operation and the results are not affected
by the converter operation, this paper focuses on the converter
power-OFF state. Overall, there are still two challenges for the
existing converter power-OFF estimation methods that have
not been addressed: how to perform parameter estimation
without modifying existing hardware and control systems, thus

minimizing the risk to the converter from the estimation pro-
cess [6]. Moreover, those estimation methods are just suitable
for 1st-order [16], [17] and 2nd-order [15], [18]–[20] circuit
networks. Nevertheless, the widespread use of DC-link and AC
side filters in the converters introduces high-order circuits with
more components, such as filter inductors and AC capacitors
on the AC side of the converter systems [21] [22]. The high-
order circuits increase the difficulty of parameter estimation
dramatically and has not been fully investigated. Based on
the above challenges, this paper proposes a non-invasive
parameter estimation method for high-order LC circuits with
the following advantage: 1) it does not need to modify and
intrusion into the control and circuit of the converter to be
monitored; 2) it can handle the converters with high-order LC
structures (e.g., 2nd to 4th-order); 3) it provides a plug-and-
play carry-on prototype with a low cost and a small volume.
Since the signal injection does impose a potential risk to the
converter and the converter operation also affects the measured
response signals. This paper limits its scope to a case study
for the converter power-OFF scenario.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the mechanism modeling; Section III gives the estimation
algorithm; Experiments and results are shown in Section
IV; Discussions of the testing setup are given in Section V,
followed by the conclusions.
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Fig. 1. Three different power electronic converter configurations. (The single-phase and three-phase converters are interchangeable in these three topologies;
A and B represent different interface ports for the signal injection.)

II. DESCRIPTION AND MODELING OF THE POWER
CONVERTERS OF INTEREST

A. Power converters description of interest

The parameter estimation of converter power-OFF is suit-
able for applications, which have a power-OFF maintenance
program and a convenient interface for the signal injection,
and three applicable structures for power electronic converters
are shown in Fig. 1. The AC-DC-AC systems in Fig. 1. (a)
can be applied to wind power and traction systems [21] [23].
The DC-AC systems in Fig. 1. (b) are widely used in electric
vehicle systems, industrial and household appliances [24] [25].
The DC-DC-AC systems in Fig. 1. (c) are suitable for solar
photovoltaic and microgrid systems [22] [26]. It is worth
mentioning that the single-phase and three-phase converters
are interchangeable in these three topologies. This paper uses
the circuit structure in its most complete form as an example to
illustrate the proposed method, and it is reasonable to derive
that the proposed method is also applicable to many other
converter topologies.

In the converter power-OFF conditions, the IGBTs in the
converter are turned off, and its current signal can only flow
in one direction through the reverse diode. Its equivalent LC
circuit network is shown in Fig. 2, which can be divided into
2nd-order, 3rd-order, and 4th-order circuits according to the
different converter structures. Specifically, the 2nd-order LC
circuit network in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to the power-OFF
circuit from Port A in Fig.1(a), Port A in Fig. 1 (b), and Port
A in Fig. 1 (c). The 3rd-order LC circuit network in Fig. 2(b)
corresponds to the power-OFF circuit from Port B in Fig. 1(a).
The 4th-order LC circuit network in Fig. 2(c) corresponds to
the power-OFF circuit from Port B in Fig. 1(c). If the port of
the tested circuit is the three-phase terminal, the signal can be
injected from any two-phase terminal. The method provided
in this paper adopts a DC voltage source Uin and a voltage
divider resistance Rs. The output voltage value in the DC
voltage source is H , and the flow direction of the injected
signal of the DC voltage source is unidirectional.

Fig. 2. Physical systems represented by different order of LC circuit network.
(L1, L2, C1 and C2 are evaluated LC parameters; R1 and R2 represent
parasitic resistances.)

B. Converter power-OFF circuit networks modeling

1) 2nd-order LC circuit network: Fig. 2(a) shows the phys-
ical system for the test circuit without AC filter capacitors on
the AC side (such as the injection from port A in Fig. 1(a), (b),
and (c)). In this circuit, R1 represents the parasitic resistance
in the test circuit, including the equivalent line resistance, the
equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the filter inductors, and
the ESR of the DC-link capacitor. L1 and C1 represent the
inductance of the filter inductors, and the capacitance of the
DC-link capacitor, respectively.
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Therefore, the state-response equation of this LC circuit
network can be expressed as:

Uin = L1
diin
dt

+ (R1 +Rs)iin +
1

C1

∫
iindt (1)

where iin is the input current of the testing circuit.
Further, (1) can be expressed into a 2nd-order differential

equation:
L1

d2iin
d2t

+ (R1 +Rs)
diin
dt

+
1

C1
iin = 0

iin (0+) = 0

diin
dt

(0+) =
H

L1

(2)

According to the solution of the 2nd-order differential
equation, the input current iin can be given as:

iin = H
e

R−
√

R2 − 4L1

C1

−2L1
t

− e

R+

√
R2 − 4L1

C1

−2L1
t√

R2 − 4L1

C1

R = R1 +Rs

(3)

The output current is concurrently affected by the LC
parameters of inductance and capacitance in (3). In the next
part, the influence of different circuit parameter changes on
the input current is specifically considered.

2) 3rd-order LC circuit network: Fig. 2(b) shows the phys-
ical system with an LC filter on the AC side (such as the
injection from port B in Fig. 1(a)). In this circuit, R1 represents
the parasitic resistance in one branch, including the equivalent
line resistance from the AC inductor to the DC link, the ESR of
the filter inductors, and the ESR of the DC-link capacitor. R2

represents the parasitic resistance from the output terminal to
the AC inductor in another branch. C1, L1 and C2 represent
the capacitance of the DC-link capacitor, the inductance of
the AC filter inductor, and the capacitance of the AC filter
capacitor, respectively.

The state-response equation of this LC circuit network can
be expressed as:

Uin = us + uc

us = (R2 +Rs) (i1 + i2)

uc = L1
di1
dt

+R1i1 +
1

C1

∫
i1dt =

1

C2

∫
i2dt

(4)

where us and uc represent the voltages of Rs and R2, and the
voltage of C2, respectively. i1 and i2 represent the currents on
the two branches.

Further (4) can be expressed into a 3rd-order differential
equation:

(R2 +Rs)C2L1
d3i1
d3t

+ ((R2 +Rs)C2R1 + L1)
d2i1
d2t

+
(
(R2 +Rs)(

C2

C1
+ 1) +R1

)
di1
dt

+
1

C1
i1 = 0

i1(0+) = 0
di1
dt

(0+) = 0

d2i1
d2t

(0+) =
H

(Rs +R2)C2L1

(5)

According to the solution of the 3rd-order differential equa-
tion, the current of one parallel branch i1 can be given. 3rd-
order differential equations can be calculated by the dsolve
solver in Matlab [27].

Thereby the input current iin is obtained as:{
i2 = C2L1

d2i1
d2t

+ C2R1
di1
dt

+
C2

C1
i1

iin = i1 + i2
(6)

3) 4th-order LC circuit network: Fig. 2(c) shows the physi-
cal system with an LCL filter on the AC side (such as injection
from port B in Fig. 1(c)). Different from Fig. 2(b), L1 and L2

represent two inductances of the LCL filter in this circuit.
The state-response equation of this LC circuit network can be
expressed as:

Uin = us + uc

us = L2
d (i1 + i2)

dt
+ (R2 +Rs) (i1 + i2)

uc = L1
di1
dt

+R1i1 +
1

C1

∫
i1dt =

1

C2

∫
i2dt

(7)

where us represents the voltage of the branch of Rs, L2, and
R2. uc represents the branch of C2.

(7) can be organized into a 4th-order differential equation:

L1C2L2
d4i1
d4t

+ ((R2 +Rs)C2L1 + L2C2R1)
d3i1
d3t

+(
(R2 +Rs)C2R1 + L2

C2

C1
+ L1 + L2

)
d2i1
d2t

+
(
(R2 +Rs)(

C2

C1
+ 1) +R1

)
di1
dt

+
1

C1
i1 = 0

i1(0+) = 0
di1
dt

(0+) = 0

d2i1
d2t

(0+) = 0
d3i1
d3t

(0+) =
H

C2L1L2

(8)

According to the solution of the 4th-order differential
equation, the current of one parallel branch i1 can be given.
4th-order differential equations also can be calculated by the
dsolve solver in Matlab [27]. Similarly, according to (7),
the analytical expressions of the current in the other parallel
branch i1 and the input current iin can be obtained.

C. Calculation results of circuit modeling
This part shows the calculation results of circuit modeling

with different parameter values. The output voltage H of the
injected DC source is set to 24V (safe voltage), and the voltage
dividing resistor Rs is set to 3 Ω. The setup of Rs is discussed
in Section V.

According to the analytical solution for 4th-order differen-
tial equation, Fig. 3 shows a parameter variation example with
the 4th-order LC circuit network. In this case, the capacitance
and inductance are set to vary from 100% to 80% and the
resistance from 100% to 200%. From the results, even if there
are 6 potential parameters to change, the change characteristics
of the input current corresponding to different parameter
changes are different. Therefore, it provides a way to use the
input current change to evaluate the parameter change in the
test circuit.
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Fig. 3. Input current under different parameter changes based on mathematical models (4th-order circuit). (Voltage dividing resistance Rs =3 Ω, test circuit
capacitance C1=450 µF , C2=3.2 mF ; test circuit inductance L1=4 mH , L2=4 mH; test circuit equivalent series resistance R1 =300 mΩ, R2 =300 mΩ.)

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the parameter estimation process.

III. ALGORITHM USED FOR OBTAINING LC PARAMETERS

As mentioned in the previous section, the analytical ex-
pression of input current iin contains nonlinear complex com-
ponents, in which the resistance, inductance, and capacitance
of different branches are independent variables. The swarm
intelligence computing algorithm, such as BA (Bat Algorithm)
is a global optimization algorithm [28] [29]. It can be used
to find the optimal solution for the undetermined parameters,
which is suitable for analyzing the value of the undetermined
parameter of this test circuit.

Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the estimation process. Firstly,
the ranges of the component parameters are set, including
evaluated LC parameters L1, L2, C1 and C2, and parasitic re-
sistances R1 and R2. For applications in which the component
part numbers and rated specifications are known, the ranges

can be reasonably assumed by considering the deviations
due to tolerances, parameter shifts due to varying operating
points and degradation, and conservative margins. Next, the
calculated value of the input current can be obtained according
to the analytical models proposed in Section II.

To implement BA, the first step is to set the population size
and learning factor, whose values can be assumed empirically
and updated in follow-up calculations. Next, an objective
function needs to be constructed [30]. In this paper, the
objective function is as follows:

fobj =

t∑
i=0

∣∣∣∣ ical(t) − itest(t)

itest(t)

∣∣∣∣ (9)

where ical(t) and itest(t) represent the calculated input current
and measured input current during the testing time, respec-
tively.

The calculation results of the input current corresponding to
different parameter values in the setting range are compared
with the actual test results and iterative training. When the
result of fobj is the minimum, the corresponding parameters
are output, which is the optimal solution. If the result is below
a threshold, the corresponding component parameters used for
the calculation are assumed as the physical circuit parameters
of the converter systems. Otherwise, the population size and
the learning rate need to be reset and updated. This threshold
depends on the desired accuracy of the estimation results. It
is worth noting that because the BA still has the challenge
of locally optimal solutions, this problem can be avoided as
much as possible by averaging through multiple calculations
[29]. The setup of the multi-calculation times is discussed in
Section V.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CASE STUDY

A. A developed plug-and-play carry-on test unit
To verify the proposed estimation method, a prototype unit

is developed to perform the functions of signal generation and
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Fig. 5. Experimental prototype and schematic diagram of the LC parameter characterization unit.

TABLE II
MEASURED VALUE OF LC PARAMETERS BY LCR METER IN TEST CASES.

injection, and data collection and transmission, as shown in
Fig. 5 (a). The signal is injected into the converter systems
through the two terminals. It has a compact size and light
weight, promising to be further developed as a hand-carry
device for practical applications.

Fig. 5 (b) shows the schematic diagram of the developed test
circuit. The test circuit is supplied with 18V by two batteries
connected in series. The DC voltage component is fixed to
24 V based on the isolated DC-DC converter. And set several
filter capacitors are connected in parallel at both terminals of
the DC-DC converter and large resistance loads at the output
ends of the DC signal generators to maintain the stability
of the signal injection. The voltage divider resistors can be
adjusted by selecting the toggle switches. The start and stop
of the test circuit can be set through the host computer and the
DSP controller. The sampled input current can be uploaded to

the host computer through the sensors and DSP for follow-up
algorithm analysis.

The TMCS1100A4 Hall current sensor is used to collect
the current signal [31]. Firstly, the supply voltage Vs of the
current sensor is 5 V, which is powered by the battery and
a DC-DC converter. Then, the current sensor is connected in
series with the test circuit, with the positive pole as In+ and the
negative pole as In−. Since the measured current in this paper
is positive, the reference voltage Vref is set to 0 V, which is
connected to ground terminal. Finally, the measured current
corresponds to the output voltage Vout, which is collected
in the DSP controller. In addition, to ensure the accuracy
of sampling. After the current sensor is connected to the
experimental unit, the current source is used to inject different
current values to correct the bias and sampling ratio of the
current sampling, to obtain accurate sampling current.
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Fig. 6. Input current based on experimental tests. (Voltage dividing resistance Rs =3 Ω, sampling frequency: 10 kHz, the tested circuit parameters in different
cases are given in Table II)

Fig. 7. Comparison of estimation and measurement values for LC parameters (The measurement values are given in Table II).

B. Testing and estimation results

The testing circuit consists of the converter system and LC
components. The component selection and measured parame-
ters are shown in Table II, which correspond to the 2nd-order,
3rd-order and 4th-order LC circuit networks in Fig. 2, re-
spectively. Case 1∼Case 7 belong to 2nd-order tested circuits,
Case 8∼Case 19 belong to 3rd-order LC circuit networks, and
Case 20∼Case 31 belong to 4th-order LC circuit networks. To
simulate the aging of the capacitor, the components C1 and
C2 with different capacitances are configured.

Fig. 6 shows the injected current signals acquired for
different cases, which are collected by the developed test unit.
Fig. 6(a) shows the injected current signal when the tested
circuit is a 2nd-order LC circuit network, corresponding to
the capacitance change of the C1 (Case 1∼Case 7). Fig.

6(b) and (c) show the injected current signal when the tested
circuit is a 3rd-order LC circuit network, corresponding to
the capacitance change of the C1 (Case 8∼Case 14) and the
capacitance change of the C2 (Case 12, Case 15∼Case 19),
respectively. Fig. 6(d) and (e) show the corresponding results
when the tested circuit is a 4th-order LC circuit network (Case
20∼Case 26). It can be seen that when the capacitance of C1

and C2 changes, the value of the input current also changes
correspondingly. According to the estimation process in Fig.
4, the measured input current and the calculated input current
are substituted into the optimization algorithm, thereby getting
the estimation results of LC parameters.

The estimation and measurement values for LC parameters
are compared and the results are given in Fig. 7, where the
estimated value is the average value of 20 calculation times in
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Fig. 8. Parameter estimation errors of LC parameters with different orders
of LC circuit networks.

TABLE III
TESTING COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH EXISTING

CONVERTER POWER-OFF STATE METHODS.

the algorithm. It can be seen from Fig. 7 (a) that the estimated
capacitance of C1 decreases correspondingly with the decrease
of the actual capacitance, and it always maintains the same
trend as the measured value. Similarly, in higher-order LC
circuit networks, as the capacitances of C1 and C2 decrease,
their estimation values decrease accordingly, as shown in Fig.
7 (b). It demonstrates that the test method can deal with the
dynamic changes of parameters such as aging in the tested LC
circuit networks.

Further, the errors in the estimation results are shown in
Fig. 8. In the 2nd-, 3rd-, and 4th-order LC circuit networks,
the maximum errors of the capacitance estimation are 0.92%,
1.89%, and 2.97%, and the maximum errors of the inductance
estimation are 1.55%, 1.76%, and 2.88%, respectively.

Table III gives the testing comparison of the proposed
method with existing converter power-OFF state methods.
Firstly, compared with existing methods, the proposed method
does not require additional sensors and hardware components
to be installed in the original system, and it also does not
require intrusion into the original control system in converter
power-OFF state. Therefore, the proposed method has the
lower intrusion and testing risk level using the carry-on unit in
Fig.5. In addition, when evaluating low-order circuits, the pro-
posed method can still maintain low testing errors compared to

Fig. 9. Parameter estimation errors under different sampling frequency. (The
error is the average error of the estimation results of L1, L2, C1, and C2;
take Case 31 as the example.)

existing methods. Furthermore, it is significant that the method
proposed in this paper can achieve the parameter evaluation of
high order equivalent circuits with 3rd and 4th-order, which
is not possible with existing methods. Even for parameter
evaluation of high-order circuits, the maximum test error of
proposed method is still within 3%. Considering the parameter
offset of inductors and capacitors is usually ±5%∼±20% in
the datasheet, the method proposed in this paper can obtain
more accurate parameter values by comparing the datasheets.
In addition, the health condition of the parameters of the
converter components can also be evaluated. For example, the
failure standard of aluminum electrolytic capacitors is 20%
drop in capacitance [14]. As the order of test circuits increases,
the error of its estimation value also increases accordingly,
which may be caused by the coupling effects of different
parameters in high-order LC circuit networks.

V. DISCUSSION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION
CONSIDERATIONS

A. Selection of injection resistance Rs

There are two requirements for the setup of injection
resistance Rs: 1) The output current capability of the test unit
is limited. Considering the potential short circuit condition
of the LC circuit networks, the Rs should be greater than
the ratio of the output voltage to the output current limit.
2) The Rs should be as small as possible after considering
the limitation of the output capability of the test unit. For
example, in the 2nd-order circuit (3), when the Rs is large, the
influence of the inductance L1 is reduced. The sliding resistor
is superior in performance for the application of this case,
with appropriate power and current ratings, but has limitations
in lightweight devices due to its large size and high cost.
Therefore, considering the volume and cost, in the developed
test unit, the value of different Rs can be configured through
the combination of switches. In the actual testing, from a
larger value to a smaller value of Rs can be applied to ensure
the output of the test unit current and the accuracy of the
estimation results.

B. Selection of sampling frequencies

It is significant to choose an appropriate sampling frequency
for the current signal. The sampling frequency of the current
signal affects the calculation time for the algorithm process
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Fig. 10. Distribution of estimation results. (Take the C1 and L1 in Case 31 as
examples; Estimation results are calculated 200 times by the host computer.)

and the accuracy of the estimation results. Taking Case 31
in the 4th-order LC circuit network as an example, the
corresponding errors of current signals with different sampling
frequencies are shown in Fig. 9, where the error represents the
average error of the LC parameter estimation results. From the
results, the accuracy of the estimation results increases when
the sampling frequency is increased from 1 kHz to 10 kHz.
When the sampling frequency is increased from 10 kHz to
100 kHz, the accuracy of the estimation results is almost the
same. Therefore, the sampling frequency selection for this test
method is 10 kHz.

C. Selection of the calculation times

Although the local optimal solutions frequently occur in
swarm intelligence algorithms, this problem can be avoided as
much as possible by averaging through multiple calculations.
Taking Case 31 as an example, the estimation process is
calculated 200 times by the host computer (each calculation
takes about 40 seconds) to obtain 200 groups of parameter
estimation results. Fig. 10 shows the distribution of the esti-
mation results of C1 and L1, where the range of C1 is [1.7∼3.4
mF ], and the range of L1 is [3.0∼4.5 mH] in the algorithm. It
shows that the parameter estimation results are consistent with
normally distributed. In this algorithm, a reasonable solution
is obtained by calculating the average value of 20 times.
However, it is worth noting that multiple solutions still cannot
completely solve overcome the local optimal solution issue
brought by the applied algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an estimation method for LC circuits
in power electronic converter applications, which can evaluate
the internal LC parameters with 2nd-order to 4th-order in the
converter systems without intruding into the original control
system and circuit structures. The injection circuit with proper
excitation is designed, the mathematical models of different
circuit structures are developed, and an estimation algorithm
to obtain the individual component parameters is proposed. A
plug-and-play carry-on test unit is developed to provide the re-
quired DC voltage source and measure the current responses of
the circuit network. With the selected voltage divider resistor
(3 Ω), sampling frequency (10 kHz), and calculation times (20
times), the results show that the value of maximum parameter

estimation errors is 1.5% for 2nd-order circuit, 2.5% for 3rd-
order circuit, and 3% for 4th-order circuit. It indicates that
the proposed method achieves satisfactory estimation accuracy.
The estimated parameter values of individual components can
be further used for operation optimization and health condition
monitoring in the converter systems.
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